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News & Media



In March, email send volume for top streaming brands went on a slight 
upward trend. In June, however, email volume has started decreasing, at -23% 
MoM, returning to numbers similar to January and February.
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March/COVID-19:
+26% MoM increase 
in email send volume

Aside from Disney+, 
who increased their 

email send volume by 
203% MoM, other 

competitors increased 
their email send 

volume only slightly.

June:
-29% MoM decrease 
in email send volume



The same trend is seen in email web traffic, with a large uptick in web 
traffic from email starting in March. In June, email web traffic numbers 
have gone back down, by -8% MoM.
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March/COVID-19:
+38% MoM increase 
in email send volume

Largest increase seen 
from Disney+ and 

Amazon Prime Video at 
+55% and 51% 

respectively.



Breaking down emails by campaign type, here are the four most 
prominent categories of emails sent by each competitor:
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Personalized “recommendation” emails generally perform the best 
out of any email type.
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These categories also map out the basic customer journey 
framework favoured by these OTT giants. 

Acquire Engage Retain

Via: Free trials, exclusive offers, trending/hot 
content, and more

Via: Personalized content (“just for you!”), new 
content, recommendations, etc.

Via: Incentivized cancelation emails, 
re-engagement emails (“come back!”), etc.



Of the 4 competitors, Hulu and YouTube spend the most effort on 
the acquisition phase of the customer journey.
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Acquire Goal: Convert potential customers into paying customers on their platform



Hulu has several different campaigns are centered around getting 
customers to sign up to their service, including:

Campaign: Free Trial Campaign: Finish Signing-Up

Goal: Maximize chance of 
conversion by emphasizing 

“free month” offer and 
showcasing the wide range 
of entertainment options 

available on Hulu. 

No mention of pricing in 
the emails; keep customers 

focused on the “free” 
aspect rather than having 
them calculate potential 

costs

Custom entertainment 
categories to not only 

showcase the amount of 
movie/tv choices, but also 

the range of genres

Goal: Retargeting and 
reminding potential 
customers who were 
midway through the 
sign-up process; be it 

through clicking or opening 
a “free trial” email or 

landing on the sign-up 
landing page

Short and concise email 
with only one focus - to 

continue signing up



YouTube TV follows a similar tactic, adding an additional campaign 
that targets their existing paid audience.

Campaign: YouTube Music & YouTube Premium Clients Campaign: Finish Signing-Up

Goal: Give extra incentive 
to existing customers; while 
non-paying customers get 

access to a 2-week free 
trial, YouTube gives their 

existing customers an 
additional week to try out 

their service

Similar to listing out 
assortment of 

entertainment options, 
YouTube TV opts to 

showcase the number of 
popular TV channels 

members will have access 
too

Rather than point out the 
price of the subscription, 

YouTube TV highlights the 
amount of money 

members save if they opt 
into the service

Goal: Encourage sign-up 
completion; like Hulu, 

YouTube TV also sends out 
an email reminder to 

potential customers who 
started the sign-up process 

but never finished

Reminder of the perks of 
signing up to the service in 
easy-to-skim bullet points



On the other hand, Netflix and Disney+ spend majority of their efforts on 
customer engagement with personalized email content.
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Engage Goal: Keep customers subscribed and using the platform; maximize time spent on platform



Netflix’s recommendation journey begins as soon as viewers begin 
watching content on their platform.

Campaign: Finish Watching [title]!

Goal: Get customers 
back onto your platform; 
sending out reminders 

of recent content they’ve 
been watching makes 

the email extra 
personalized and 

tailored to the reader

By listing out a large 
range of entertainment 
options, it increases the 

chances of a 
click-through to 

platform

Campaign: Enjoying [title]?

Sending out email 
campaigns with multiple 
recommendations gives 

Netflix the chance to 
track click behaviour 
and finetune future 
recommendations 

based on clicks

Goal: Further enhance 
recommendation 

algorithm by sending 
emails dedicated to 

getting customer ratings

Limiting the number of 
decisions (clicks) in 

these emails decreases 
chances of the reader 
getting distracted and 
not engaging with the 

main message, which is 
to rate the title they are 

currently watching



As viewers continue their viewing journey, Netflix follows up with additional 
recommendations based on what the viewer has watched.

Campaign: After Watching [title]

Recommend new titles 
that match user interest 

immediately (or soon 
after) they finish 

watching one title

Encourages 
binge-watching 

behaviour and makes it 
less likely for customers 
to step away from the 

platform after finishing a 
title

Campaign: Enjoyed [title]?

Having users rate titles 
helps improve 

recommendation 
algorithm, which in turn, 

betters the 
customization aspect of 
the platform and emails

Particularly useful to 
send to viewers soon 

after they finish 
watching a title, 

especially if they did not 
rate the first time the 

email was sent 
(mid-viewing). 

Goal: Customers who 
continue watching 

content have a lesser 
chance of canceling their 

subscription

Goal: Improve algorithm 
for better 

recommendations



To keep viewers engaged and returning to their platform, Netflix also 
heavily promotes their new arrivals, with a personalized twist.

Campaign: New Arrivals

Promote the hottest new content on your 
platform while also recommending 

additional content for viewers to watch

Aside from calling out “New Arrivals” in 
the subject line, Netflix phrases their 

subject line in a way that feels 
customized:

“[Name], we just added a movie you 
might like”

Goal: Let customers know new content is 
continually being added to the platform

“Remind Me” CTA to increase chances 
that subscribers will remember to tune in 

to watch new content when it arrives



While Disney+ also sends out a sizeable amount of recommendation 
emails, they lack the personalization that Netflix has.

Campaign: Various Recommendation Emails

Goal: Keep customers 
using the platform

Similar to Netflix, 
Disney+ also sends out 
emails with a variety of 

titles to entice viewers to 
check out their title 

selection

However, their emails 
are not tailored to the 

viewer, with a selection 
of recommendations 

based on their insights 
from what seems to be 
their entire user base 

rather than a 
segmented audience 

group



Lastly, with retention, most brands have dedicated a sizeable amount to 
retaining customers and keeping them on the platform.
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Goal: Get customers who have canceled their subscription to change their mind and come back to the platform



To retain customers, Disney+ sends out a reminder of their ongoing 
bundling offer to encourage re-subscription.

Campaign: Catch Up

Aside from sending an email to 
canceled subscribers to “come 

back and catch up” on the content 
they’ve missed out, Disney+ 

promotes their Hulu & ESPN+ 
bundle to entice re-subscriptions.

This would work particularly well 
for customers who may have 
unsubscribed due to lack of 

content on the platform.

In the cancelation confirmation 
email, Disney+ makes an effort to 

get customers to change their 
mind with a prominent “restart 

subscription” CTA.

Campaign: Bundle & Save Campaign: Restart Your Subscription



For some customers, Hulu sends out an exclusive promotion that gives 
them $3 off per month off their subscription plan if they come back to 
the platform.

Campaign: Exclusive Offers

Hulu offered exclusive 
promotions for canceled 

subscribers, giving them a 
$2.99/month plan for 6 
months instead of the 
regular $5.99/month 

subscription plan.

In other cases, Hulu just 
sent a generic “come back” 
email to remind customers 

about their platform in 
case they change their 

mind; no exclusive offer 
included.

Campaign: Exclusive Offers Campaign: General Follow-up

Some versions of their 
“come back” emails contain 

layouts similar to their 
recommendation email, 

showcasing their selection 
of movie and tv shows.



One of the more unique tactics Hulu uses is their “birthday” email. For 
subscribers who have canceled, they send out an offer for a free month of 
access.

Campaign: Exclusive Offers

Hulu sends out a birthday 
email to every subscriber, but 
for ex-subscribers, they get a 

special offer - to redeem a 
month’s work of access to their 

platform for free.

Campaign: Birthday Offer



Netflix chooses to re-engage customers by letting their extensive list of 
titles as a major selling point, rather than offering free trials or pricing 
promotions.

Campaign: Titles for Everyone

Netflix uses their extensive list of 
titles as a major selling point to get 
customers to re-subscribe to their 
platform; showcasing their latest 
and trending titles in a short and 

concise email as a catch-all



From the Driving Owned Media & App Engagement With Email Marketing Case Study

Focus Allocation — Email Marketing: Smaller streaming services such as Hulu and YouTube TV focus their email marketing on 
user acquisition, while larger streaming services like Disney+ and Netflix focus their emails on encouraging re-engagement with 
the platforms. 

Email Tactic — Personalization: The most effective email marketing tactic for re-engaging current users with leading streaming 
platforms is personalized content recommendation emails. Almost all email marketing campaigns from streaming leaders 
includes some element of segmentation or personalization.

Key Takeaways


